
Y O U R  W E D D I N G
GAME GUIDE

PLAY • CONNECT • ENJOY

Here, you'll find everything you need to make the most of your
game rental package. From picking your favorite games,

finding the ideal gaming spots and scoring some extra bonus
tips. May this guide be your key to unlocking endless fun!



GAME COLLECTION
Select up to 6 games to accommodate your rental space.

Are you expecting many kids
at your reception?

The best game options are
Cornhole, Jenga, and

Connect Four. These games
are ideal because they don’t
have many small pieces that

could easily go missing or get
easily broken if unattended.

Cornhole
Best for outdoors and large

indoor venues

Jenga Connect Four

Tower of HanoiSwiss MazeMillstone

Mancala

Tumbling Excitement

Best brain teaserMini ChallangeA crowd favorite

Causal, seated

Laid back

Ladder Toss
Best for outdoor locations



Grass areas are beautiful for photos, just make sure that the area is
not too far away from where the guests will mingle. Especially for
the ladies in heels! 

 
If your cocktail hour and reception are in separate locations, it's a
smart move to have a few games at each spot if you don't plan on
relocating them. For instance, setting up cornhole outside during
cocktail hour might be a blast, especially if there isn't enough
space inside at the reception.

 
Keep in mind that the games being moved from cocktail hour to
the reception will be moved during dinner.

Placing the games within view of the dance floor is ideal! Guests
still want to feel like they're part of the party, even if they're not
busting out their dance moves.

 
Don't space out the games too far from each other. The more
games you can group together the better. It'll make it easier for
guests to hop from one to another without a scavenger hunt. Plus,
if they're not sure how to play one game, they can watch nearby
and pick up some playing tips!

GAME PLACEMENT
Indoors? Outdoors? On the lush grass? So many options to choose from! This

can vary greatly depending on the venue. However, here are a few friendly
pointers to help you decide where to set up your games.

I can always visit the venue with you beforehand to help decide. We can also
make any adjustments on the day of set up, as well.



MY TOP 3 TIPS

Is a must! Especially if your cocktail hour is in the same location as your reception. Guests
thrive on direction! They spot the cake, candy bar, and dance floor and think, "Yep, that's
reception stuff!" Throw in some games, and that’s one more thing they think they are
waiting for.
That's where your DJ announcement at the beginning of cocktail hour comes in. Letting
everyone know the party starts NOW, even before dinner hits the table! Guests will
appreciate the direction, and you'll avoid any thumb-twiddling moments!

Tip One
The DJ Announcement

Choose a few of your closest friends and/or family members before the wedding day to
start the gaming fun during cocktail hour. This not only lets everyone know the games
are good to go but also takes the pressure off being the first to jump in. Much like with
cake, nobody wants to be the first in line. It's a surefire way to break the ice and ensure
everyone dives in without hesitation!

Tip Two
The Fun Starters

If you're expecting little ones at your reception, consider having someone keep an eye on
the games. We all know how curious those little fingers can be—more interested in
running off with game pieces than actually playing! Plus, their boundless energy can
sometimes lead to unintended damage to the games. Having a watchful eye can help
alleviate these risks.

Tip Three
The Watchful Eye



"Hello, lovely guests! After you grab your drinks, there’s no need to sit around
waiting for the fun to start at the reception. Tracy and Chris have handpicked
games just for your entertainment while you wait during cocktail hour. There
are 6 games, including Jenga and Connect Four. These games will also be
available through the night if you need a break from tearing up the dance floor
later! So grab your drinks and make your way over to your favorite game!”

“If I could have your attention for a quick announcment. While you're enjoying
those tasty beverages and patiently awaiting the return of the newlyweds, we've
got a little surprise for you. We've got giant Jenga, Connect Four and cornhole! So
while you can't put on your dancing shoes just yet, grab a drink, and let the games
begin! These games will only be available for cocktail hour so jump in as soon as
you can!

“Alright, party people, listen up! While you're sipping those fancy cocktails and
twiddling your thumbs waiting for the newlyweds to wrap up their photo
session, we've got a little surprise for you. That's right, we've got Millstone,
Jenga and Connect Four! So, grab a drink, and head on over to play. After all, the
newlyweds did this just for you!
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DJ ANNOUNCEMENT
What should I have my DJ say? No worries, I have put together a few fun suggestions

that you can pass along to your DJ. Don't feel like you have to use one of these.
They are here to give you inspiration!

04 "Hello there, lovely guests! If I could have your attention for a quick second, I have
an announcement from the Newlyweds. "Good evening everyone! Chris and I are
thrilled to have you here to celebrate with us! While you sip on your drinks and
patiently wait for us to take photos during cocktail hour, we've prepared some
exciting games to keep you entertained. There are six games including Jenga and
Connect Four! These games will be available all night long, so everyone should
have a chance to play. We hope you enjoy them and we can’t wait to join you
shortly!”
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The day before set up,  I will
contact you via text to
confirm set up time.

01

Confirmation

02 03

Set up Rental starts

TIMELINE

I will be there at the earliest
available set up time. If all the
games will be indoors, we can
discuss whether setting up
the day before the event is a
good option.

On the day of the event, I will
be there during cocktail hour
to ensure guests know how to
play the games before letting
them loose for the reception.

If you have games that will be
moved to the reception area, I
will move those during dinner
before leaving.

Transfer Partial pick up Pick up
Games that were at cocktail
hour but will not be used for
the reception, will be cleaned
up after guests move to the
reception hall for dinner.

The games will either be
picked up that night by 10pm
or will be picked up the next
morning depending on your
venue's clean up schedule and
whether any games were
utilized outdoors.

While the specifics will vary based on your venue, cocktail hour and
reception locations, here's a general overview of what I'll be up to,

from delivery to pick up.



Decide if the Hors d’oeuvres or Sprinkler Exit package is
best suited for your day. 

www.playrevelrygames.com
tracy@playrevelrygames.com

NEXT STEPS
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 Select up to 6 games that will best fit your venue.

Fill out the booking form on the website to get started! We
will work out the finer details later.

Please contact me if you have any questions!

BOOK HERE

http://www.playrevelrygames.com/
https://playrevelrygames.com/weddings-booking

